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Why should I study this subject at Key Stage 4?

Taking Film Studies for GCSE will equip you with the vital skills to explore film’s dynamic
meaning and importance in the world today. Excitingly, you will also undertake a film
project of your own, allowing you to learn how and why we need to create film.

What does the course involve?

As a film student, you will explore the visual or aesthetic qualities of films, the characters
and ideas they represent, the ways in which they are filmed, and the evolution of film
genres, such as the vampire subgenre. Students will be taught the necessary film
language which will enable them to be successful when analysing key sequences. The
starting point for all film students will be understanding the micro and macro elements of
film. From this base, you will demonstrate skills of enquiry, critical thinking,
decision-making, and analysis by acquiring knowledge and understanding of a range of
important social, cultural, and historical issues raised by films. This will allow you to make
informed arguments, reach substantiated judgements, and draw conclusions about the
artistic decisions taken by those in the film industry.

Our study of the films will be organised according to the time periods and cultural
contexts in which they were produced. We will begin with an exploration of Hollywood
genre film before looking at American independent cinema (component 1). Our journey
then takes us to more culturally diverse contexts, and you will explore films from outside
of Hollywood: Jojo Rabbit, Girlhood, Attack the Block, and Submarine (component 2).

Component 1: Key Developments in US Film

US Comparative Study (Genre film focus): The Lost Boys (Schumacher, 1987) and Dracula
(Browning, 1931)
US Independent Film: The Hate U Give (Tillman, 2018)

Component 2: Global Film: Narrative, Representation and Film Style

Global English Language Film: Jojo Rabbit (Waititi, NZ, 2020)
Global non-English Language Film: Girlhood (Sciamma, France, 2014)
Contemporary UK Film: Attack the Block (Cornish, UK, 2011)
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Component 3: NEA - Filmmaking and scriptwriting

Students will plan, storyboard, script, and film a short 5-minute piece of genre film,
incorporating the stylistic influences and techniques they have learnt about on
components one and two.

Skills Developed

As a student of film, you will learn to demonstrate skills of enquiry, critical thinking, and
analysis, whilst developing your ability to compare films. You will develop an
understanding of character and themes, people and places, and historical moments, all of
which can bolster your skills in other subjects such as English, History, Geography, and
Philosophy. The skills you will learn in how to plan, storyboard, script, and produce films
are highly sought after by employers in the media industry. They are also incredibly
valuable for those wanting to go into film- or media-based design and part of a college
course. Equally for those wanting to pursue high-quality art and humanities courses that
spark and develop your intellectual curiosity and cultural fluency. This could be the first
step on your path to becoming a film critic or a filmmaker.

Assessments

There is a written exam, which is taken at the end of Year 11.  The exam unit underpins
the knowledge required to complete the coursework units. The coursework units are
assessed by teaching staff and once taught, are completed independently by the student.
This means that all students must be well organised, diligent and hard-working from the
very start of the course.

Progression routes: A-Level Film and/or Media Studies; A-Level English; Apprenticeships
in the film and media industries; BTEC in Media.

Complementary subjects: History, Photography, English, Geography, RPE, IT.
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